
FMPC offers flexible IT services to suit your needs.

ON SITE/REMOTE/PHONE/While-U-Wait * - £64 per hour.
OUR BASE (not while U wait) - £52 per hour

Quick hands on fix - £52 (assumed agreement)*
1/4 hour increments past 1 hour on-site or fixed job quotes

Clients on running support agreement benefit from 1/4h pricing structure from start plus other random
discounts which are fair according to the situation in hand.

Night hour (8pm-8am), Sunday & Bank Holidays - rates 1.5x
Parking surcharged at cost, unless "P" provided.

Congestion Charge fee will be split between all jobs on the day in the CC zone.
Fault diagnostics are free if followed up by a repair.

Diagnostics of end of life computers + data kill is free if we retain parts.

Guide Rates for popular jobs at our base

- Data recovery… No Data – No Fee
- Take out and copy (working & undamaged in any way disks): £100
- Soft recovery (limited functionality disks): £199
- Hard recovery where disks sustained damage (falls, liquids, hardware failure etc)
from: £399. Certain jobs are excluded from No Data - No Fee promise. You would
be informed if that is the case and asked if you would want to continue.

*Notes:
- Pick up/Return: £25.
- FMPC is not VAT registered, so we don't add any but you also can't claim it back
from HMRC.
- Sometime just making diagnostics involves automatic fix of the problem. Such cases 
cannot be foreseen and are excluded from a client needing to accept the quote. It is 
therefore an Assumed Agreement that if the total hands on (not remote) job is under the 
stated limit that you agree to it.

Travel above 20min or to heavy traffic prone areas may attract a surcharge of
on-site hourly rate pro-rate. Journeys of 40min or above to the site attract onsite rate

pro-rate from start.

Correct from 28/10/2018 till next notice. See additional T&C.


